Abstract
Survey on Block Cipher-Text Cryptography Algorithms

Cloud storage is an online data storage and it is located as centrally. Cloud data owner provide the facility for users to online store their data and access from any location. Though it has reliable for the user to achieve a secure and dependent cloud storage service. In a key aggregate crypto-system key is generated for different attributes of data in different cipher text classes and its associated keys. It derived aggregate key on the basis of attribute and identity which, depending on the different classes according to cloud data owner. By using this technique a unique cryptographic key achieves. It is optimally secure for cloud data and privacy preserving key generating process. The cloud data owner decides the access level of the data, such as public, private and hierarchy access level in order to enhance the data access capability in a data sharing cloud mechanism. Blowfish is the best data security algorithm. It is higher security and faster execution as compared to other cryptographic algorithms. The blowfish algorithm is a secure for storing data in the cloud. It is an effective derivation of secret key generation and key management.
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